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Latin = cithaera 
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Other musical terms: 
Musical terms are often Italian words which come originally from Latin! 
 

https://dictionary.onmusic.org/terms 

 
1 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vigoroso 
2 https://www.dictionary.com/browse/sempre 

Musical term  
(definitions from  https://dictionary.onmusic.org/terms 
unless otherwise stated) 

Latin origin and meaning 
 

serioso – the instruction to play a piece in a serious, grave manner serius = serious, earnest  
crescendo – the instruction to increase the volume / intensity at a certain point crescere = to come into being, to spring up 
poco a poco – the instruction to modify the tempo “little by little” paucus = small 
vigoroso – the instruction to play a selection with energy, vigorously1 vigoro – to become stout, strong 
Martelé – the instruction to play a selection with force, intensity Martialis = of Mars, god of war 
sempre crescendo – the direction to play throughout in a way which builds 

gradually to an intense peak 
semper = always;  crescere = to come into being, to spring up 

giocoso – to play in a merry, humorous or playful way iocus = funny, related to joking 
poco rallentando – the direction to play a selection gradually slowing down as 

one plays 
paucus = small + re= again + allentare to slow down 

espressivo – the instruction to play with great expression in the piece ex= out of + pressus = having been pressed (i.e., with emotion 
expressed) 

Martellato – to play a stringed instrument with heavy strokes, and a piano with 
a forceful touch 

Martialis = of Mars, god of war 

molto maestoso – the instruction to play a selection with great majesty and 
dignity 

multus = much. maior = greater, better 

subito – to play notes suddenly, immediately subito = “suddenly” 
fine – an indication of the ending of a piece used when repetition makes it 

difficult to spot the ending 
finis = the end, the boundary 

quasi – to play ‘in the style / manner of’ someone or something quasi = as if, just as if 
sempre – indicating a technique to be used “throughout” a piece2 semper = always 
simile – an instruction to play a selection in a similar manner to what came 

before  
similis = like, resembling, similar 

tutti – an instruction to play a passage with all instruments together totus = whole, entire 


